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A b Etter way to
Rieber... serve and protecT
Our mission is to provide
better food; for you, me, them,
everybody... deserves the best!

Disaster recovery, armed forces, police, emergency services, to
contract or event caterers... Rieber equipment is purposedesigned for feeding people on the move.

If you need to go where there ain’t no kitchen,
you need Rieber!

Turn over for a sample of the mobile cooking solutions available from
BGL Rieber visit www.bglrieber.co.uk for our full range
www.bglrieber.co.uk

Transport and protect
BGL Rieber are the experts in food
transportation and you can depend on us
to protect, so you can serve hot, cold,
ambient and always safely.
Ensuring the best quality, is all about the
temperature going in, the containers you
use and how you pack them. We are experts

in this field... ask us for more information.
We can show you how to pack boxes
properly for all occasions and menus.
Also ask us about specialist applications
such as transport over rough terrain, lis,
stairs, specialist vehicles, height and width
restrictions, towable or stackable.
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Thermoport boxes:
Tough but lightweight. Insulation keeps
food hot, cold or ambient. Plastic boxes
available in orange and black.
Heated Thermoport boxes:
Feature heating built into the door to keep
food at up to 85ºC. Heated boxes are so
efficient they can work off electric vehicles.
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Anti-spill GN lids:
Ensure nothing spills out during travel.

Transport to cook or regen...
When you need to serve hot food remotely, Rieber’s 13-amp
Hybrid 200 gives you a kitchen where there wasn’t one before.
A stainless-steel partition effectively turns the Hybrid oven into
two different temperature zones; gently warm some croissants
below while cooking bacon, sausages and tomatoes on top!

Navioven:
5 x 65mm 1/1 GN Navioven also operates off 13-amp supply and can be used
without ventilation. Fitted with wheels it is mobile and great for baking, roasting,
regenerating or reheating; there’s even a steam function.
Mobile, pop up kitchen:
Fully H&S compliant,
includes all-important
beer and drinks
dispensers and a choice
of interchangeable
cooking options such as
wok, flat hob, griddle,
fryer and pasta boiler.
Optional self-ventilation.
Kitchen anywhere, any
shape you want.
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